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1. Introduction

So far in this course (and probably in all your previous metrics
courses): interest in conditional expectation

This makes sense BUT

we can be interested in other characteristics of the distribution
of the outcome variable

For example: distribution of income

We can be interested in the drivers of income per capita; (con-
ditional expectation)

But this is only part of the story!

Understanding inequality; poverty, etc. involves understanding
things that happen away from the center of the distribution
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This handout: focuses on the quantiles of the distribution of
Y given X.

τth quantile: The τth quantile of the distribution of Y is the
value qτ for which a fraction of the population has a value of Y
smaller than qτ .

Conditional τth quantile: The τth conditional quantile of the
distribution of Y given X=x is the value qτ for which a fraction of
the population for which X = x has a value of Y smaller than qτ .
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Many interesting research questions

Example: what drives the inequality increase in the US? i.e.,
the poor getting poorer and the rich getting richer.

(Graphs from Joan Llull’s course materials)
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Quantile regression has been used in a broad range of applica-
tion settings, whenever understanding things at the “tails”, not at
the center of the distribution is key

In economics: wage determinants, discrimination effects, trends
in income inequality and poverty; student performance at the tails,
. . .

climate change: we’re not only interested in average increases
in temperature but also understanding what drives this increase
(what places iare heating up quicker, colder or hotter ones (un-
conditional quantiles), and how covariates affect the increase at
different points in the distribution (conditional quantiles)

behavior, health, . . . : whenever we want to understand what
drives “extreme” behavior, the tails of the distribution.

For instance: drivers of low weights in newborns.
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A quick preview of what’s coming: quantile regression, birth
weight on covariates and wages as a function of education

(from Mostly harmless Econometrics)
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(from Koenker and Hallock, 2001)
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Roadmap

1. Preliminaries: Unconditional Quantiles

1.1. Estimation

1.2. Standard errors

2. Conditional Quantiles

3. Quantile Regression: Motivation

4. Quantile Regression: Generalization. Examples

5. Censored Quantile Regression
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1. Preliminaries: Unconditional Quantiles

Definition: What is a quantile qτ (Y )?

Let FY (y) be the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Y .

The τth quantile of Y , qτ (Y ), solves

F (qτ (Y )) = τ

or equivalently:

qτ (Y ) = F−1(τ ) = inf{r : F (r) ≥ τ},

(this is a generalized inverse function, as F(.) is not strictly in-
creasing for discrete variables)

The distribution of Y is fully characterized by {qτ (Y ), τ ∈ (0, 1}
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You can see the quantiles just by rotating the CDF!
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Another way of writing quantiles: the check function

Introduce the check function:

ρτ (u) =

{
τ |u| if u ≥ 0

(1− τ )|u| if u < 0

It’s called like this because it looks like a checkmark:
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What is this function doing:

The check function assigns asymmetric weights to observations
larger or smaller than zero, τ and 1− τ .

In one case, weights are symmetric: τ = .5 (median)

Why is this function useful:

It can be shown that the quantile τ can be obtained by mini-
mizing the expected value of the check function with respect to ε
(i.e., qτ is the value of ε that minimizes this function):

qτ = argminεE(ρτ (Y − ε))
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This fact is not immediately trivial, you can find the proof here,
pag 3.)

The proof is not required but it’s copied below for your conve-
nience:
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Some “famous” quantiles

Median; τ = .5

First, second and third Quartiles: τ = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}

Percentiles: τ = {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99}

Deciles: τ = {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}
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1.1. Estimation of the unconditional Quantiles: Sample
quantiles

Consider a sample y1, . . . , yN . We can compute sample quan-
tiles in two ways.

1. Using the empirical cumulative distribution function:

F̂Y (r) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1(yi ≤ r),

q̂τ (Y ) = F̂Y
−1

(τ ) = inf{r : F̂Y (r) ≥ τ},

where 1(·) is the indicator function

computationally very costly as it implies ordering all observa-
tions and picking the first observation that leaves at least a fraction
τ of the sample below it.
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2. Using the check function:

The sample analogue of qτ may be found by solving,

q̂τ (Y ) = argmin
ε

N∑
i=1

ρτ (yi − ε) =

argmin
ε

N∑
yi≥ε

τ |yi − ε|+
N∑
yi≤ε

(1− τ )|yi − ε|.

where argminε denotes the value of ε that minimizes the sum.

The asymmetry of the weights employed in the check function,
allows us to pick up the quantiles for different values of τ
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1.2. Computing standard errors

Standard errors can be computed using 1) the asymptotic ap-
proximation or 2) bootstrap

1. Asymptotic approximation:

√
N (q̂τ (Y )− qτ (Y ))

p→ N

(
0,

τ (1− τ )
[f (qτ (Y ))]2

)
(1)

where f (·) is the probability density function of the distribution
F (·).

2. Bootstrap: more employed in applications than A.D.
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2. Conditional Quantiles

In econometrics we’re typically interested in relating different
variables

This handout is not an exception: we are interested in condi-
tional quantiles: quantiles of the distribution of Y given X = x

Conditional quantile: a measure of location that describes a
particular point in the distribution of a response variable Y, given
a specific value of one or more predictor variables X.
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Specifically, the conditional τth quantile of Y given X = x, de-
noted qτ (Y |X = x), is the smallest value y such that the probability
of Y being less than or equal to y, given X=x, is at least τ . In
other words, qτ (Y |X = x) is the value of y such that:

P (Y ≤ y|X = x) ≤ τ and P (Y > y|X = x) ≥ 1− τ ,

where 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 is the quantile level.

Or we can use a slightly different notation: Let FY |X=x(y) be
the conditional cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Y given
X = x. The τth conditional quantile of Y , qτ , solves

FY |X=x(qτ ) = τ

or equivalently:

qτ (Y |X = x) = F−1
Y |X=x

(τ )
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Quantile Regression: Motivation

As mentioned earlier, analysis of the conditional expectation
only provides a partial view of the relationship among variables.

In some applications we might be interested in understanding
this relationship at different points in the conditional distribution

Quantile Regression (QR) is a statistical tool for building such
a picture.
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A few reasons why QR can be very useful.

Provides information on the relationship between Y and X at
many points of the distribution of Y |X

QR is robust against outliers; also robust to departures from
normality

QR provides a potentially richer characterization of the data

It’s invariant to monotonic transformations: the quantile of Y
is identical to the quantile of g(Y) if g(.) is monotone.
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More on motivation: an example

Koenker and Hallock (JEP, 2001)

Variables: Y log of Annual compensation for the chief executive
officer (CEO); X firm’s market value of equity.

A sample of 1,660 firms was split into ten groups (deciles)
according to their market capitalization (X variable).

For each group of 166 firms, compute the three quartiles of
CEO compensation, the median (middle bar in each rectangle) ,
the mean (arithmetic mean +, geometric mean *)

Plot boxplots for each of the deciles
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Note: Recall the information provided by a Box plot
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Koenker and Hallock (JEP, 2001)
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What do you see in the graph?

Clear tendency of average/median compensation to go up with
firm size

But other things going on in other aspects of the distribution

Even on the log scale, there is a tendency for dispersion,
as measured by the interquartile range of log compensation, to
increase with firm size.

By characterizing the entire distribution of annual compensa-
tion for each group, the plot provides a much more complete pic-
ture than would be offered by simply plotting the group means or
medians.
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Now, consider the different estimation methods you know.
What do they do?

Nonparametric estimation of the conditional mean: a flexible
function estimating the means at different values of size, as firm
sizes grows (i.e, a function that “joins” the +’s)

Parametric OLS: assume a linear function for the +’s, estimate
the parameters β0,β1 of this line

Quantile regression: will allows us to look at any aspect of the
distribution, as firm size grows. We will be able to estimation of
conditional quantiles of log compensation as firm size increases.
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First example of QR: Median regression
We can derive the QR estimator in a similar way as in the

conditional expectation case.

Recall an important theorem: If the loss function is the MSE,
then the best way of predicting Y using X is E(Y |X), i.e.,

E(Y |X) = argminm(x)E(Y −m(X))2

This result depends on the loss function employed: MSE

Consider a different loss function: Absolute-error loss function.
What’s the best g(X) to predict Y if the loss function is:

MAE = E|Y − g(X)|

Answer: conditional median, g(X) = med(Y |X)
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Parametric assumptions on E(Y |X) and med(Y |X)

In general both E(Y |X) and med(Y |X) are unspecified nonlinear
functions

If we assume that E(Y |X) is linear, then E(Y |X) = X ′β

We can make a similar assumption in the case of the median,
med(Y |X) = X ′β

If med(Y |X) is linear → med(Y |X) = X ′β, → the optimal predic-
tor is

Ŷ = X ′β̂,

where β̂ is the least absolute-deviations estimator that minimizes∑
i |yi − x′iβ|
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Pros/cons of OLS vs. LAD

Both OLS and LAD look at the evolution of central values of
the distribution (averages or medians)

OLS: non robust (very influenced by outliers). Why? by squar-
ing the residuals, gives more weight to large residuals, that is,
outliers in which predicted values are far from actual observations.

LAD: robust to outliers. Why? LAD gives equal emphasis to
all observations

OLS: unique, stable, close-form solution.

LAD: no closed-form solution (lack of differentiability of the
objective function, no analytical method to optimize the function),
unstable solution, possibly not unique solution
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Quantile regression: generalization

The (parametric) quantile regression model:

qτ (Y |X) = X ′βτ

Meaning: the condicional quantile τ is assumed to be a linear
function of X

Notice two features of this model:

Linearity: This is a parametric model (but nonparametric
extensions are possible)

Effects change across quantiles: the vector of coefficients βτ
varies with τ
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The conditional quantile can be obtained (as in the uncondi-
tional case) by minimizing the check function:

qτ (Y |X) = argming(x)E(ρτ (Y − g(x)))

and if g(x) = X ′βτ then

βτ = argminbE(ρτ (Y −X ′b))
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Quantile Regression Estimator

Recall that

βτ = argminbE(ρτ (Y −X ′b)) (1)

Quantile regression estimator β̂τ : sample analog of βτ

β̂τ = argmin
b

∑
i=1

ρτ (|Y −X ′b|)
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Check function is not differentiable, then optimization is not
done the usual way (deriving, equating to zero, etc)

No analytical closed-form solution.

linear programming methods (simplex) (computationally sim-
ple).
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Intepretation of QR coefficients
Estimation of QR models is easy, understanding what’s going

on is a bit trickier

Consider this example: effect of a training program on wages.
We find that β̂.1 = 10%

What’s the meaning of this?

Quantile coefficients tell us about effects on distributions, not
on individuals

Then, it doesn’t mean that someone that was poor after the
training program will be 10% richer

It only means that the poor with training are less poor than the
poor without training.
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Why is that?

Imagine that the training program is rank preserving (i.e., the
order of the individuals is not altered after the program, they all
get richer but keep their relative positions)

Then, we could give to βτ the “individual” interpretation

But in general, we don’t know whether an intervention is rank
preserving or not

In this case, we can only say that the poor (bottom 10%),
(whoever they are) are better off
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Interpreting coefficients: Marginal effects

Recall

qτ (Y |X) = X ′βτ

Marginal effect (changes are infinitesimal)

∂qτ (Y |X)

∂Xj
= βτj

ME is given by the slope coefficient (as in OLS)

Discrete changes (larger than infinitesimal)

A bit delicate: when we move xj we can change the quantile!

We need to make the assumption that by moving xj individuals
don’t change the quantile!

Under this assumption, we can still use βτ in the standard way
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Example 1a
A simple case: X is a binary variable

Question: medical expenditures with and without supplemen-
tary insurance?

Data are from Cameron and Trivedi (2009, ch.7).

Sample: men 65 and older who are in Medicare

y = ltotexp = log(total medical expenditure in 2003)

N = 2955 after drop 109 with zero expenditure

suppins = 1 if have supplementary medical insurance

58% have supplementary insurance

may cover pharmaceutical drugs (not covered by Medicare)

may cover copays and coinsurance under regular Medicare
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Let’s look at the mean of the conditional distributions (sup-
pins=1/0) bysort suppins: sum totexp ltotexp

But, where is the action?
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Let’s plot the two conditional densities:

graph twoway (kdensity ltotexp if suppins == 1) (kdensity ltotexp if suppins == 0, lstyle(p2)), /// legend(

label(1 ”suppins==1”) label(2 ”suppins==0”))

More action at lower levels of expenditures
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Interpretation: Individuals in the lower quartiles of expenditure
have higher medical expenditure than individuals in the lower quar-
tiles with no additional insurance
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By how much? compare different percentiles
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Now, let’s use quantile regression.

STATA command: QR

Specify one quantile. Default is .5

QR, first decile

qreg ltotexp suppins, q(.1)
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Interpretation:

Slope: first decile of log expenditures is .51 larger for people
with additional insurance

Constant: is 10th percentile when suppins=0.

(i.e., slope+constant gives the first decile if suppins=1)
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Estimate several quantile differences

Stata command: sqreg

heteroskedastic robust standard errors (bootstrap):
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Example 1b
X: discrete variable

totchr: Number of Chronic conditions

totchr takes 7 values
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Plot conditional quantiles (one line for each value of totchr)

qplot ltotexp, over(totchr) recast(line) scale(1.1)
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Quantile regression, quantile .1

qreg ltotexp totchr, q(.1) nolog

Interpretation: The 10th conditional quantile of ltotexp in-
creases by 0.57 with each extra chronic condition

very large effect.
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We could create one dummy for each of the values of totchr
and run the model:

quietly tabulate totchr, generate(dtotchr)

drop dtotchr1

qreg ltotexp dtotchr*, q(.1) nolog

Omitted category: no chronic condition
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We can also estimate many quantiles
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Many variables.
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Interpretation

q10 coefficient of suppins: Holding the number of chronic con-
ditions, age, gender and race constant, if we compare people with
and without supplementary health insurance, the 10th percentile
of log expenditure is 0.396 higher for those with supplementary
health insurance.
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More on interpretation: Retransformation

We’re computing marginal effects for log expenditures, not for
expenditures

Equivalence property of QR (notice how you can’t do this with
expectations!):

qτ (Y |X) = expqτ (logY |X)) = exp(X ′βτ )

Then, if we want to compute marginal effects with respect to
Y (not with respect to log Y):

∂qτ (Y |X)

∂Xj
= exp(X ′βτ )βτj
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quietly predict xb

gen expxk=exp(xb)

display ”Multiplier of QR in logs coeffs to get AME in levels =” r(mean)
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Graphical display of coefficients over quantiles

STATA command: grqreg

ssc install grqreg

bsqreg ltotexp suppins totchr age , reps(100)

grqreg, cons ci ols olsci title(constant suppins totchr age)
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Horizontal line: OLS point estimates and CI (constant across
quantiles)
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